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MINIMATIC® FITTINGS

While others were thinking about large fittings,
Clippard was thinking big about smaller fittings. Smaller

valves and cylinders created the need for smaller fittings. Clippard
was the first to develop ports utilizing the #10-32 thread. This
thread has become an industry standard in the marketplace.
Because of their compact size, #10-32 fittings when properly
gasketed and/or sealed with anaerobic sealant, can withstand
pressures well beyond those required for pneumatic applications.

All Clippard fittings are made to the same high standards
as our valves and cylinders. Precision machining and finishing
processes insure that all fittings are held to the tightest tolerances.
What does this mean to you? It means quality... quality that leads
to ease in assembly, and consistent, trouble free performance.

Clippard precision fittings will save you time, space, and
money when designing versatile, productive, trouble
free, pneumatic circuits. Our endless variety of fit-
tings insure that you find just the right “fit” when
plumbing pneumatic circuits or assemblies. These
fittings are small in size but large in performance,
allowing for streamlining of pneumatic assemblies and eliminat-
ing the need for larger, more expensive, cumbersome fittings.

Options
Clippard brass fittings come standard with a  bright chromate

finish for added corrosion resistance. Most brass fittings are also
available with nickel plating. Clippard slip-on fittings come
standard with electroless nickel plating. Some fittings are also
available with metric threads. Refer to each item in the catalog for
available options.

To order a brass fitting with the nickel plating option, add
a -NP following the catalog fitting number. To order a fit-

ting with the M5 metric thread option, add a -M5 fol-
lowing the catalog fitting number.

Why  C l i ppa rd  M in i a tu re
F lu id  Power  F i t t i ng s ?

For ease in

construction of

pneumatic logic

control and fluid

power systems,

you will find in the 

Clippard line an

extensive choice

of useful fittings.

Clippard

fittings are

designed for the

greatest

flexibility, practical

usefulness and for

savings in time,

cost and space.


